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PREFACE

This Annual Report summarizes the research activities of the Nuclear Physics Division
in years 2002 and 2003. As in previous years the scienti�c reports are grouped in two
sections:

• Reaction Mechanisms and Nuclear Structure
• Experimental Methods and Instrumentation.

The present research program of our Division includes "in-house" activities concen-
trated on experiments with beams from the Warsaw Cyclotron of the Heavy Ion Labo-
ratory as well as involvement in research at large accelerator facilities around the world.
Most of the work described throughout this report was carried out as joint e�orts of vari-
ous international collaborations. During the last two years we continued our participation
in the FOPI, TAPS and WASA-PROMISE international collaborations.

We are strongly involved in the FOPI project. The analysis of "event-by-event" �uc-
tuations in nuclear collisions has been the subject of our interest for quite some time.
Resently results of an analysis of Au+Au collisions were compared with predictions of
the IQMD model. The dependence of the model simulation on various values of the
nucleon-nucleon interaction cross section is presented in this report.

Two-photon interferometry experiment for the Ta+Au system at 40A MeV was re-
peated by the TAPS collaboration with the aim to signi�cantly improve the statistics.
The obtained two-photon correlation function shows no evidence of any �uctuating struc-
ture, suggested by results of the previous experiment. This result rules out the possibility
of a simple double-source scenario of photon emission. The neutral pion angular distri-
butions in 95A MeV Ar induced reactions on several targets were reanalyzed. Namely,
it was found that the presence of mixed electromagnetic and hadronic clusters has to be
properly taken into account in order to obtain �nal angular distributions of subthreshold
neutral pions.

A new type of an analysis of fusion exitation functions and fusion-barrier distributions
was proposed. About 50 precisely measured fusion excitation functions were perfectly
reproduced within a phenomenological model, and systematics of the model parameters
were obtained allowing to predict not yet measured fusion- or capture excitation functions.
This result is important for better planning future experiments on synthesis of superheavy
elements.

During the last year, we continued our study of high-energy γ-ray emission in heavy-ion
reactions in the energy range of 5-11 MeV/u. The purpose of this work was to investigate
properties of hot, fast rotating compound nuclei. In our resent experiments using the
beam of the Warsaw Cyclotron and the modi�ed JANOSIK set-up, isospin mixing in 32S
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PREFACE
at high excitation energies was studied. The degree of the isospin mixing was extracted
from the statistical decay of the giant dipole resonance. It was shown that at 58.3 MeV
excitation energy, the isospin mixing is small, in agreement with previously published
data.

Recent theoretical and experimental works have attracted attention to the problem of
chirality in atomic nuclei with odd number of protons and neutrons. These investigations
are in a very preliminary stage and up to now there was no information concerning the
lifetimes in chiral bands. Using the beam of the Warsaw Cyclotron and the OSIRIS ex-
perimental set-up, lifetimes of supposedly chiral bands in 132La were measured for the �rst
time. These interesting results, compared with theorethical calculations, are presented in
this Report.

High spin states in deformed nuclei in the region of atomic mass number around A≈170
have also been studied. The band crossing related to the aligment of the pair of neutrons
in the i13/2 orbital has been observed in the yrast band of 173Y.

Among contributions concerning experimental methods and instrumentation, I would
like to call attention to an interesting proposal to use the beam of the Warsaw Cyclotron
for radiobiological studies.

As was already mentioned, most of the work presented in this Annual Report results
from close collaboration with our colleagues from many foreign as well as Polish research
institutes and universities. In this place, I would like to express our deep gratitude to
all our friends and collaborators around the world. I would also like to acknowledge the
�nancial support of the Polish State Committee for Scienti�c Research (KBN).

Krystyna Siwek-Wilczy«ska
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Scaled factorial moment of K+ multiplicity distribution
in Ni+Ni at 1.93 AGeV

M. Kirejczyk, B. Sikora, K. Siwek�Wilczy«ska, K. Wi±niewski

The new method for estimating the degree of chemical thermalization of rarely pro-
duced particles carrying strongly-conserved charge-like quantity was proposed by Jeon,
Koch, Redlich, and Wang [1]. It draws conclusions from the value of second scaled fac-
torial moment (SSFM) of the multiplicity distribution of such particles � for chemical
equilibrium the moments are expected to be somewhat larger then 0.5. Good candidates
for such a study are s�quark�carrying K mesons produced at beam energies below 2 AGeV.

It was reported in [2], that this method was applied to two data sets of FOPI Col-
laboration: central reactions of Ni+Ni at 1.93 AGeV, and Ru+Ru at 1.69 AGeV beam
kinetic energy. Unfortunately both experiments su�ered from limited statistics, and the
results achieved turned out to be inconclusive. In both cases SSFMs were larger then 0.5,
though the di�erence was not signi�cant in the light of large statistical uncertainties.

In all discussed experiments, K+ mesons were identi�ed within the subsystem of the
FOPI spectrometer � Central Drift Chamber, that measures the curvature of particle
track (thus allowing for momentum determination) together with energy loss of a particle
in the gas �lling the chamber, and the Barrel � scintillator detector measuring particle
time of �ight. Information from both detectors are combined, allowing mass and charge
determination [3].

In 2003 the FOPI Collaboration conducted another experiment, again studying Ni+Ni
reactions at 1.93 AGeV. This time the statistics of the experiment was greatly increased
(by a factor of about 20), thanks to the improvements in data acquisition. On the other
hand the acceptance su�ered due to changes in the Barrel. The scintillator strips were
shortened by almost 40%, though part of this loss should have been o�set by changes of
detector geometry � namely moving it towards forward angles. In addition large part of
data had to be rejected due to encountered problems with start counter.

The SSFM of K+ multiplicity distribution obtained from the preliminary analysis of
the data is equal to approximately 0.4 ± 0.1. The error quoted is statistical only, the
systematic error (including the in�uence of the background) has not been estimated yet.

References
[1] S. Jeon, V. Koch, K. Redlich, X. -N. Wang, Nucl. Phys. A 697 (2002) 546
[2] B. Sikora, M. Kirejczyk, K. Siwek�Wilczy«ska, K. Wi±niewski, NPD Annual Report

2001, p. 8
[3] J. Ritman, Nucl. Phys. B 44 (1995) 708

A. Mangiarotti et al., Nucl. Phys. A 714 (2003) 89
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Production of strange particles in Ni+Ni at 1.93 AGeV

K. Wi±niewski

Production of strange particles in heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energies (1-2
GeV per nucleon) has been widely studied in order to learn about properties of the hot
and/or dense nuclear matter created in the early phase of such reactions. The aim was
to investigate the Nuclear Equation of State (EOS) [1], and, lately, also to learn about
modi�cations of hadron properties in the dense hadronic environment [2].

We studied the production of strange particles in Ni+Ni collisions at 1.93 AGeV inci-
dent beam kinetic energy. The experiments were carried out on the heavy-ion beam-line
from the SIS synchrotron in GSI/Darmstadt, using the FOPI experimental setup [3].

Figure 1. shows the rapidity density distributions of K+ and K0 mesons as well as that
of Λ hyperons. The spectra are corrected for the detection e�ciency estimated by means
of the GEANT simulation of a complete detector response, which includes the front-end
electronics signal processing and shaping. The neutral strange particle distributions are
also scaled in order to take into account the branching ratios into the respective decay
channels (68.6% for K0

S and 63.9% for Λ ). The extracted Λ yields include the contribution
from the Σ0 → Λγ decay. On the other hand, the measured K0

S yields were multiplied by
a factor of two in order to take into account also K0

L mesons not detected in FOPI. The
rapidity density distribution of K+ mesons is compared to that measured by the KaoS
collaborations [4].
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Figure 1: K+ , K0 and Λ rapidity density distributions measured in central (350 mb)
Ni+Ni collisions at 1930 AMeV beam energy.
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It can be seen that the yields and the widths of the phases-space distributions of the

charged and the neutral kaons are very similar. The distribution of Λ hyperons is more
compact as compared to that of protons scalded by a factor of 260.

The integrated yields per collision extracted for all the measured strange particles are
listed in Table 1. In addition, an estimate for the K− meson yield is given [5]. Since
anti-strange mesons (K0 , K+ ) are co-produced either with strange baryons (Λ , Σ0,±) or
with strange mesons (K− ), the sum of the K+ and K0 meson yields should be equal
to that of the Λ and Σ0,± hyperons plus a small contribution from the K− mesons.
Comparison of the numbers given in Table leads to the conclusion that the combined
yield of Λ and Σ0 hyperons exhaust to a large extent the yield allowed for strange hyperons
that could be produced together with anti-strange K+ and K0 mesons. Because of the
strangeness conservation, the balance between the strange and the anti-strange quarks
cannot be changed during the reactions. This would mean that either only a relatively
small number of Σ± hyperons are produced, or that the produced charged hyperons are
likely to be re-absorbed and converted into the neutral ones in the surrounding participant
matter.

K+ K0 Λ+Σ0 K−

yield per collision 0.085(10) 0.085(10) 0.17(1) 0.003(1)

Table 1: Strange and anti-strange meson and baryon yields per central (350 mb) Ni+Ni
collision at 1930 AMeV beam kinetic energy.

References
[1] R. Stöcker, W. Greiner, Phys. Rep. 137 (1986) 277
[2] D.B. Kaplan, A.E. Nelson, Phys. Lett. B 175 (1986) 57
[3] J. Ritman et al., Nucl. Phys. B 44 (1995) 708
[4] P. Senger, private communication
[5] A. Mangiarotti et al.,, Nucl. Phys. A 714 (2003) 89
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Is intermittency sensitive to nucleon-nucleon
interaction cross section? A model study.

M.M. Smolarkiewicz, M. Kirejczyk, B. Sikora, K. Siwek�Wilczy«ska, I.J. Soliwoda,
K. Wi±niewski

Further results of the intermittency analysis of experimental data (Au+Au, 600 AMeV)
compared to IQMD model predictions are presented.

The analysis of intermittency signal in heavy ion collisions may yield an important
information about �uctuations and correlations in multiparticle distributions. Intermit-
tency was used as a statistical concept to study experimental data obtained by the FOPI
detector (GSI Darmstadt) [1]. Using the method of horizontal normalized scaled factorial
moments [2] intermittency was found previously in distributions of azimuthal angle and
rapidity [3].

Results of experimental data analysis were compared with IQMD model [4] predic-
tions. The GEANT simulation tool [5] was used to estimate apparatus e�ects. Recently
published results for charge - , rapidity -, and azimuthal angle observables shown that
experimentally observed intermittency signal [6] can be only partly reproduced by the
IQMD model.

In order to further explore the physical background of intermittency, the value of
nucleon-nucleon interaction cross section was varied in IQMD simulations.

In Fig.1 values of HNSFMs of rank i = 2�5, calculated for rapidity and azimuthal
angle distributions, are presented as a function of the bin width for central Au + Au
collisions at 600 AMeV beam energy. Simulations were performed for di�erent values
of nucleon-nucleon interaction cross section. Black dots represent experimental results,
squares - IQMD with 0.5σnn, triangles - IQMD with 2σnn and open circles - IQMD with
standard free nucleon-nucleon interaction cross section σnn. As seen in Fig.1 di�erent
nucleon-nucleon interaction cross section values a�ect mainly the strength of the signal and
seem not to in�uence to the exponential dependence of HNSFM on the bin size. One may
conclude, that intermittency is weakly dependent on σnn and results of IQMD simulations
with standard free nucleon-nucleon interaction cross section reproduce experimental data
better than simulations with other values of σnn.
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Figure 1: Values of HNSFMs of rank i = 2�5 (left to right) as a function of the bin
width, for central Au + Au collisions (Ebeam = 600 AMeV), calculated for rapidity and
azimuthal angle distributions. Black dots represent experimental results, squares - IDMQ
with 0.5σnn, triangles - IQMD with 2σnn and open circles IQMD with standard free
nucleon-nucleon interaction cross section σnn.

References
[1] A. Gobbi et al.,Nucl. Instrum. Methods A 324, 156 (1993); B. Sikora, Acta Phys.

Pol. B 31, 135 (2000)
[2] A. Biaªas, R. Peshansky, Nucl. Phys. B 273, 703 (1986); Nucl.Phys. B 308, 857

(1988)
[3] K. Wi±niewski et al., Acta Phys. Pol. B 27, 505 (1996)
[4] J. Aichelin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 1926 (1987); C. Harnack et al., Nucl. Phys. A

459, 303 (1989)
[5] GEANT CERN Program Library Long Writeup W5013.
[6] M.M. Smolarkiewicz et al., Acta Phys. Pol. B 31, 385 (2000); Acta Phys. Pol. B 33,

457 (2002)
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Studies of �uctuations in nucleus�nucleus collisions at
low relativistic energies

I.J. Soliwoda, M. Kirejczyk, B. Sikora, K. Siwek�Wilczy«ska, M. Smolarkiewicz

Information on heavy ion collision dynamics that is not available from the inclusive
spectra can be obtained from a new type of studies, based on event�by�event (EbE)
analysis. In [1,2] it was shown, that the Φ parameter as a measure of the EbE �uctuations
can be applied to this type of studies.

The quantity Φ was de�ned in such a way that for particle emission distribution that
remains unchanged for all events, a value of zero is assumed. This value also corresponds
to the �uctuations for an ideal gas of classical particles [3]. As pointed out in [1,2], a
non�vanishing value of Φ indicates the presence of EbE e�ects. The existence of internal
correlations or anti�correlations of particles within a single event would also lead to values
of Φ > 0 or Φ < 0, respectively.

Continuing our earlier studies [4], we investigated the thermal properties of nuclear
systems produced in heavy ion collisions. The Ru+Ru reaction at the beam energy of
1.69 A GeV was studied with the FOPI detector [5]. In the present work we report results
of an analysis focused on the reaction products recorded with the CDC sub�detector.
Several selection criteria were applied in order to isolate products originating from di�erent
sources. We concentrated only on the EbE �uctuations of transversal proton momentum.

The method of event mixing was used to con�rm that the independent emission mech-
anism gives a Φ value consistent with zero. So�called mixed events were constructed by
combining particles drawn randomly from di�erent events while reproducing the multi-
plicity distribution of the real events. Only one particle of any original event was used
in a given mixed event. By de�nition the mixed events have the same single particle
distributions as the real events, but no internal correlations.

Results shown in Fig. 1. (open circles) demonstrate qualitatively di�erent behaviour
of the quantity Φ than that predicted in the event mixing method (full triangles). A
non�zero value of Φ indicates the presence of many�body correlations and non�statistical
�uctuations in the created system. Since an equilibration of the system implies a com-
pletely uncorrelated system, the experimental Φ values (open circles) show that thermal
equilibrium has not been reached.

Within the experimental accuracy Φ is not sensitive to the impact parameter. The
constant value of the Φ parameter implies that Φ is independent of the number of elemen-
tary nucleon�nucleon interactions. Then the physics should not change with the collision
centrality. In particular, if the nucleon�nucleon interactions are independent from each
other, then a nucleus�nucleus collision is a simple superposition of nucleon�nucleon inter-
actions. This prediction should be veri�ed by model simulations.
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Figure 1: Values of the Φ parameter (open circles) related to event�by�event �uctuations
of the mean transversal proton momentum for various ranges of the impact parameter.
For comparison full triangles show the Φ values for mixed events.

References
[1] M. Ga¹dzicki, S. Mrówczy«ski, Z. Phys. C 54 (1992) 127.
[2] M. Ga¹dzicki, preprint IKF-HENPG/7-97, nucl-th/9712050.
[3] H. Appelshäuser et al., Phys. Lett. B 459 (1999) 679
[4] I.J. Soliwoda, NPD IEP UW Annual Report 1998, p. 18
[5] J.L. Rittman, Nucl. Phys. B 44 (1995) 708
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Neutral pion production in 95A MeV Ar induced
reactions

K. Tymi«ska, K. Piasecki, T. Matulewicz

The production of neutral pions in heavy ion collisions at subthreshold beam energies
per nucleon was a process extensively studied for more than a decade. However, several
questions concerning the mass dependence of the of π◦ production as well as the shape
of the angular distributions were not fully answered because of the lack of experimental
data of su�cient quality. In our program of systematic study of π◦ production in nuclear
collisions at subthreshold energies, we have continued the analysis of experimental data
obtained at two beam energies of 60A and 95A MeV and at several targets ranging from
light to heavy ones. Some results have been presented in [1] and in the previous reports
[2,3]. The progress in the analysis of identi�ed neutral pions from the 95A MeV Ar
beam experiment realised at GANIL Caen is presented here. The experimental details
were presented in the previous report [3], while the methods of photon identi�cation in
TAPS are summarised in a contribution by K. Piasecki [4]. In this report we concentrate
on: (i) neutral pion e�ciency calculations and (ii) discussion of the angular and energy
distributions of neutral pions. Finally, we point out the importance of a correction to the
photon detection e�ciency (and consequently to the π◦ e�ciency) due to the presence of
electromagnetic and hadronic signals in TAPS modules belonging to one cluster.

The standard procedure of the determination of the neutral pion e�ciency of a com-
plex photon spectrometer like TAPS bases on Monte-Carlo simulation performed within
the framework of sophisticated codes like EGS or GEANT. The simulation of the TAPS
spectrometer was performed with the GEANT-based code KANE [5]. The obtained e�-
ciency map (Fig.1) shows a strong maximum for the decay of low transverse momentum
neutral pions in the rapidity window between -1.5 and +1. Outside of the displayed region
of rapidity and transverse momentum the e�ciency e�ectively vanishes and there are no
experimental data.
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Figure 1: Map of e�ciency for neutral pion detection as a function of transverse momen-
tum and rapidity of π◦ for the TAPS detector in the 95A MeV Ar-induced experiments
at GANIL.
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Figure 2: Angular distribution in the
nucleon-nucleon CM system of neutral
pions produced in 95A MeV Ar induced
reactions on 4 targets as indicated. The
data are corrected for TAPS e�ciency
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 3: Transverse momentum distri-
bution of neutral pions produced in 95A
MeV Ar induced reactions on 4 targets
as indicated. The lines show the results
of a Boltzmann-type �t.
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K. Tymi«ska, K. Piasecki, T. Matulewicz
The experimental data are corrected according to the formula:

dNπ

dΩ
=

dNdata
π

dΩ
× 1

ε(y, pt)
(1)

The necessary kinematical quantities of neutral pions were obtained using two methods:
(i) the standard one using the appropriate scaling of experimental values of detected pho-
ton energies, and (ii) the kinematical �t procedure [6], where also the angular degrees of
freedom are allowed to vary as well. We do not observe signi�cant di�erences between
two methods, the results presented in Figs. 2 and 3 were obtained from the kinematical
�t procedure. The shape of the angular distributions (Fig.2) changes from heavy to light
targets as a consequence of pion reabsorption in nuclear matter. However, detailed discus-
sion requires the proper accounting for the e�ect of mixed clusters, introduced at the end
of this report. The transverse momentum spectra were �tted with a Boltzmann distribu-
tion. Although the general shape is roughly described, signi�cant deviations are observed,
particularly in the region of mean pt values. These deviations might be attributed to the
modi�cation of the primary pion spectrum by energy-dependent absorption in nuclear
matter. However, preliminary analyses rule out that explanation. It has to be pointed
out, that the apparent temperature parameters are about 17-20 MeV except the case of
the lightest target, carbon, where the temperature parameter equals to about 12 MeV.
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Figure 4: Laboratory angular distribution of the ratio of the number of pure electromag-
netic clusters to the number of all electromagnetic clusters (including mixed electromag-
netic and hadronic ones), for the reaction Ar+Au at 95A MeV. The curve shows the �t
to the data.

The procedure of e�ciency evaluation through Monte-Carlo simulation of the neutral
pion decay in two photons assumes a simple situation without any accompanying particles.
In a realistic case of neutral pion produced in a nucleus-nucleus collision, emitted charged
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Neutral pion production in 95A MeV Ar induced reactions
particles (hadrons) might enter the same (or neighbouring) TAPS module, in which photon
from pion decay develops an electromagnetic shower. In this case of mixed cluster the
standard procedure of energy and direction reconstruction of incoming photon [7] is no
longer correct, as an undetermined fraction of the observed energy was deposited by the
incoming charged particle. In this situation, mixed clusters are not taken into account in
the subsequent identi�cation of π◦ decays.

In the experiment, mixed clusters represent about 15% of the total number of mixed
and pure electromagnetic clusters. However, their distribution is anisotropic (Fig.4) as
the angular distribution of charged particles is strongly forward peaked. It means that
the procedure of determination of the neutral pion experimental angular distribution
has to take into account not only the e�ciency map ε(y, pt) (Fig.1), but also the angular
dependence of the ratio of the number of pure electromagnetic clusters to the total number
of electromagnetic clusters (including those mixed with hadronic ones), fem(ϑ) (Fig.4),
what is described by the formula:

dNπ

dΩ
=

dNdata
π

dΩ
× 1

ε(y, pt)
× 1

fem(ϑ1)
× 1

fem(ϑ2)
(2)

where ϑi denotes the laboratory polar angle of the i-th photon from the π◦ decay. The
detailed studies of this e�ect presumably have to take into account also not only the energy
of detected photon, but the cluster multiplicity as well, as for the large electromagnetic
cluster the probability for a hadronic admixture rises. The work on the evaluation of this
correction is in progress.
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On the interferometry of hard photons
Introduced in 1954 by Hanbury-Brown and Twiss, the Intensity Interferometry (or

the HBT Interferometry) is a quantum-mechanical technique allowing to measure spatial
extent and the lifetime of a source emitting particles. First applied in astrophysics, was
later adopted to measure sizes of microscopic object, e.g., zones of heavy ion collisions.

The laws of quantum statistics result in correlating four-momenta of pairs of identical
particles, causing the enhancement (in the case of a pair of bosons) or suppression (a
pair of fermions) of the yield of pairs with low relative four-momenta, with respect to
the yield expected in the case of uncorrelated emission. A relevant quantity, named the
second-order correlation function [1], is de�ned as below:

C12(q) =

1

σγγ

d2σγγ

dk1dk2

1

σγ

dσγ

dk1

· 1

σγ

dσγ

dk2

(1)

where q is the relative four-momentum of a pair (q = k1 − k2) , ki denotes the four-
momentum of i-th particle, dσ/dki is the di�erential cross section for the detection of a
particle with a four-momentum ki, and d2σ/dk1dk2 refers to the detection of particles with
momenta k1 and k2 in coincidence. It can be shown [1] that the function C12 is bound to
the Fourier transform of the space-time distribution of the particle emission source:

C12 = 1 + λ · |ρ(q)|2 (2)
where ρ(q) is the Fourier Transform of a source ρ(r), and λ is a general model-dependent
parameter, enclosing various informations about the polarisation of particles, the dynam-
ics of the particle emission and possible partial coherence of a source [1].

Other sources of correlations between four-momenta of particle pairs, i.e., �nal state
interactions, or provenience from decay of short-lived particles, generate a signal in the
correlation function as well. These additional correlations can blur or even wipe out
the information about the properties of the source. However, focusing on photon pairs
removes the in�uences of the strong �nal state interaction and in consequence provides a
clearer picture of heavy-ion collisions.

aKernfysisch Versneller Instituut, Groningen, The Netherlands
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On the way to hard photon interferometry in Ta+Au reactions @ 40 AMeV
Due to very limited statistics usually acquired, the correlation function has to be

projected on one single parameter. It was shown that the choice of the invariant mass of
a photon pair as this parameter delivers the strongest �ngerprint of considered correlations
between photon pairs produced in the collision [2]. The projected numerator of C12 has
the meaning of the experimental invariant mass spectrum. This makes the signal from
the neutral pion decay (π◦ → γγ, BR = 98.9% [3] ) concentrated around meson mass
mπ0 = 135 MeV and well separated from the HBT correlation signal expected at low
invariant masses.

The denominator of the correlation function, the invariant mass spectrum of uncor-
related pairs, can be constructed by combining photons from di�erent events into pairs.
This method is called the Event Mixing [4]. Since photons originating from π0 decay are
abundantly produced during the reaction, and can still leave some correlation signal in
the spectrum above, one has to remove them from the ensemble before creating pairs.
Applying the same analysis conditions to events constructed in such way should provide
the ensemble which is identical with coincident pairs, except of absence of correlations be-
tween photons. However to produce the physically consistent spectrum, one has to take
into account conditions usually inscribed in the experiment e.g., both photons should
originate from reactions of the same centrality.

During the second attempt, realised at GANIL Caen, of measurement of two-photon
correlation function two systems have been studied: Kr+Ni at 60A MeV and Ta+Au at
40A MeV [1]. While the data set obtained for Kr+Ni system was su�cient for statistically-
signi�cant analysis of the correlation function, two-photon coincidencies for the Ta+Au
system were not adequately numerous (365 pairs [5]). However, these results indicated
the possibility for an interesting oscillating structure in the correlation function, which
might re�ect nuclear matter density oscillations during the evolution of the colliding
system [6]. The observation of the so-called thermal hard photons additionally supports
this interpretation [7]. The goal of the reported experiment performed during the third
installation of TAPS at GANIL is the measurement of the correlation function in Ta+Au
system with statistically-su�cient data sample. This will allow the resolution of the
existing controversy in the interpretation of the correlation function.

Experimental instruments and setup
The discovery of the fast component of the scintillation light of BaF2 improved consid-

erably the quality of photon identi�cation in di�cult environment of dominating hadron
emission from heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energies. Very good time-of-�ight
(TOF) resolution allowed the development of spectrometers having also a reasonable,
typical for scintillation detectors, energy resolution. This opened the possibility of inves-
tigating photon correlations. The response signal of the BaF2 crystal has two components,
with decay constants equal to 0.6 ns and 610 ns, whose intensity relation depends on the
type of traversing particle: penetration of weakly-ionising particles like e±, µ± results in
more intensive excitation of the short component, while charged hadrons of comparable
energies (below few hundred MeV) excite mainly the slow component. An integration of a
response signal in respectively short and long gates, and division of these values, delivers
the Pulse-Shape function (so-called PSA), a very helpful tool in identifying the type of a
traversing particle.
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In the TAPS calorimeter [8] every BaF2 crystal is additionally equipped at its front in

a detector identifying the particle's charge (CPV detector). A set above is called a module
and is one of components of a 8×8 array, called below a block. The TOF, PSA and CPV
informations allow for an almost unambiguous identi�cation of photons. Cosmic muon
admixture is relatively very small for relevant triggers and can be practically eliminated
via o�-line analysis.

Experiment
The experiment was carried out at GANIL, Caen (France). The 40A MeV 180Ta beam

was delivered by two cyclotrons and hitted the 197Au target. The charged reaction prod-
ucts were detected by the KVI Forward Wall hodoscope positioned at angles from 2.50 to
210. Six TAPS blocks centered at a height of a target, and at 66 cm distance to it, were
covering a wide range of azimuthal angles (400, 1700) at both sides of the beam axis.

Data analysis
The calibration and necessary corrections were done using the FOSTER [9] analysis

package. The beam was bursted in cycles, with a radio frequency (RF) of 1/110.44 ns−1

in this experiment. This delivers a gain coe�cient for the TOF calibration. The o�set
is calculated basing on the position of the distinct peak in the TOF spectrum caused by
photons, and the exactly known distance from the target to detectors. Local instabilities
of the referential RF signal are traced along the experiment, and corrected.

Primary energy calibration uses events caused by cosmic particles, depositing at aver-
age 38.5 MeV of their energy in a single BaF2 module and from linearity of BaF2 energy
response in the relevant energy regime. The zero of the energy is found using pedestal
pulser events written in the data.

The walk e�ect (dependence of the particle detection time on the energy) is found
to have some in�uence at deposited energies below 10 MeV and is taken into account
by using energy slices in the PSA-TOF contour analysis. The time information from
each 8 horizontally oriented detectors in the block is fed into an 8-inputs CFD module,
which opens up the possibility of a cross-talk between cables. This e�ect is found to
be signi�cant. The correction is estimated by choosing events where exactly 2 detectors
belonging to a given CFD module were hit and comparing the time peak position with
cases of single detector hit in the CFD row. Cases of higher hit multiplicities in the row
are corrected assuming additivity of the e�ect.

A particle (particularly high energy photon) penetrating the TAPS block creates a
shower, often embracing several neighbouring BaF2 modules. The hit identi�cation is
based on the charge information (CPV detector), and combination of the pulse shape
(PSA) and TOF information. Analysing the latter on the PSA-TOF plane determines
contours particular for given types of particles. These contours however depend somewhat
on the deposited energy, therefore the PSA-TOF analysis is treated in several energy slices.

Once hits are identi�ed, the ROSEBUD [10] package is used to retrieve clusters. Only
these events are chosen, where the trigger �ags the deposition of at least two neutral hits
in TAPS blocks and at least one hit in FW hodoscope. Statistical and GDR photons are
rejected by the energy threshold Eγ,NN > 24.3 MeV. Up to now only these clusters, where
all hits are photon-like, are analysed. The dependence of a cluster "cleanness" on data
quality is however not examined yet, leaving this open for further investigations. Particles
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hitting modules at the block border may spread a signi�cant part of a shower outside the
detector array, depositing thus their energy only partially. Therefore a selection criterion
is requested, forbidding the maximum energy deposition module in a cluster to be in one
of border modules. An electromagnetic shower from a single photon can split with some
little possibility to two parts, which can create separate clusters looking like induced by
2 separate photons. Another instances of clusters possibly lying near one another can
originate from various types of e+e− pair production with a charge signal misidenti�ed
by the CPV detector. These artefacts can be rejected [11] requesting the cluster to be
at least by 3 modules distant to any other one. This condition however, together with
Eγ,NN> 24.3 MeV imposes the lowest analysable value of the photon pair invariant mass
to be 10 MeV.

Cosmic clusters that survived above steps of the analysis are additionally rejected using
two dedicated �lters. The �rst one, called the LM �lter, uses the feature of a nearly-linear
shapes and high multiplicities of remarkable portion of such clusters [11]. The second one
bene�ts from low dispersion of deposited energies and TOF values within a cluster [12],
can be called σE − σT . The total number of selected pairs where cosmic particles could
mimic photons is estimated to be below 0.2 % .

First results
The invariant mass spectrum reveals a strong signal from neutral pions decaying

through π0 → γγ (see Fig. 1). The peak is however centered at mπ,exp= 127.9 MeV, thus
below mπ0 (134.98 MeV [3]), due to slight di�erences in detection mechanisms between
photons and muons. This e�ect is well known for BaF2 detectors [11] and is corrected, ap-
plying the overall energy multiplication factor f = 1.056 (an experiment-dependent value).
The width of the pion peak is one of calibration quality checkpoints in the experiment,
�nally amounting to 12.4%, somewhat worse compared to the resolution of 8.7% expected
from GEANT simulations . The above invariant mass spectrum serves as the numera-
tor of the correlation function. The number of bremsstrahlung photon pairs amounts to
1543, making the ensemble 4.2 times larger than in the previous experimental session.
The analysis is yet un�nished and our e�orts are primarily focused at increasing these
statistics with minimal deterioration of the resolution.
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Figure 1: Invariant mass spectrum of se-
lected photon pairs, not corrected for the
energy multiplication factor

Figure 2: Invariant mass spectrum of
uncorellated γγ pairs, obtained by the
Event Mixing technique

The construction of the denominator of Eq. 1 requires an appropriate ensemble of
bremsstrahlung photons, without distortions caused by photons stemming from neutral
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pion decays. The latter photons can be identi�ed on the basis of the inverse proportion-
ality between energies Eγ1 and Eγ2. The spread of this dependence originates from both
the kinematically allowed range of opening angles between these photons and the �nite
experimental resolution. Selection of photons from neutral pion decays can be obtained by
the analysis of Eγ1×Eγ2. The threshold value (Eγ1×Eγ2)thr can be determined via a best
�t procedure accounting for the shape of the pion peak in the invariant mass spectrum.
Photon pairs from di�erent events were checked to be outside the above mentioned pion se-
lection criteria and used to create the denominator of the correlation function (Eq. 1). To
avoid any possible residual correlations, a given combination of events (Event x, Event y)
can be pulled at most once. Certainly, only events with equal Forward Wall hit multiplic-
ities are selected and additionally a condition of minimal separation between clusters of
a chosen pair to be at least 3 BaF2 modules is required, as for the numerator's creation.

The experimental correlation function in the present stage of analysis is plotted on
Fig. 3. The current normalisation is only tentative. Due to the freedom of the combina-
torial photon pairs' population, the mentioned spectrum is not normalised automatically.
Setting the proper norm is a subject to individual procedure, which will be performed in
the future. A coarse comparison with the relevant result [5], obtained for the same nuclear
system with much lower statistics, does not reveal discrepancies. However, a rather �at
correlation function, if remains after the on-going veri�cations, indicates that the simple
picture of density oscillations of nuclear matter in the collision zone can be ruled out.
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Introduction
In this report we present a model describing deexcitation of heavy compound nuclei,

in which statistical emission of light particles competes with the dominating �ssion decay
mode. The aim of this work is to verify the method of calculating the survival probability.
The essential question is whether the survival probability can be calculated in conventional
way or new physical e�ects (e.g., "collective factors", Kramers factor), used in some
recently published studies indeed in�uence the deexcitation process. We have developed
a method of calculating the survival probabilities, practically free of adjusted parameters,
which consistently accounts for shell e�ects in both evaporation and �ssion decay modes.
For comparisons with experimental data we selected the 16O + 208Pb system, for which
not only the evaporation-residue 2n, 3n and 4n cross sections [1], but also fusion cross
sections [2] have been measured, and moreover � experimental values of the �ssion barriers
in successive compound nuclei are known. Besides, the system is not too heavy and not
too symmetric to show signi�cant "dynamical hindrance" e�ects.

Fusion and evaporation cross sections
In the absence of the dynamical hindrance e�ects, the overcoming the barrier inevitably

results in fusion and formation of the compound nucleus. Thus the evaporation residue
cross section can be written as:

σB
ER(ECM) = σA

CN(ECM) ·WB
surv(ECM), (1)

where σA
CN denotes the compound nucleus formation cross section in the entrance channel

A at an incident energy ECM , and WB
surv is the survival probability of the compound

nucleus, associated with formation of a �nal compound-residue nucleus in the reaction
channel B. The fusion cross section σA

CN , if not known from experiments, can be calculated
as prescribed in Refs. [3,4].

Survival probability
Emission of neutrons is the main evaporation channel that counts in the competition

with �ssion in deexcitation of heavy nuclei. Therefore survival probability has often been
de�ned for a process of emission of x successive neutrons. This probability can be written
approximately as:

P xn =
x∏

j=1

Γj
n

Γj
n + Γj

fiss

(2)

aInstitute for Nuclear Studies, 05-400 Otwock-�wierk
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where Γj

n and Γj
fiss are the neutron- and �ssion widths in a given decay step j, respec-

tively. The above expression does not account however for very essential step of γ-�ssion
competition in the last stage of the cascade.

We propose a consistent and relatively simple scheme of calculating survival probabil-
ities in terms of the Monte Carlo method. It allows us to implement and easily control all
possible components in the evaporation cascade. Using the Monte Carlo technique, the
survival probability is expressed in terms of the population of a given �nal nucleus (in
the reaction channel B) in its ground state, NB(ECM), normalized to the total number of
generated deexcitation cascades Ntot:

WB
surv(ECM) =

NB(ECM)

Ntot

(3)

Partial decay widths
Successive stages of the deexcitation cascade are determined by branching ratios de-

scribing probabilities of the decay via a given decay mode, Γi/Γtot, where i = n, p, d, t, α,
etc., and Γtot is the sum of all partial decay widths Γi including the �ssion width Γfiss. To
calculate partial widths for emission of light particles we use the Weisskopf formula [5]:

Γi =
mi

π2 h̄2 (2 si + 1)
∫ Emax

i

0
εi σ

i
CN

ρi (E
max
i − εi)

ρ (E∗)
dεi (4)

where mi, si and εi are the mass, spin and kinetic energy of the emitted particle i,
respectively, ρi is the level density of the nucleus at the excitation energy Emax

i − εi after
the particle emission, and ρ (E∗) is the level density of the compound nucleus at the
excitation energy E∗ before emission of this particle. The maximum available excitation
energy, Emax

i = E∗−Bi is determined by the energy threshold for emission of the particle
i. (In case of neutron emission this amounts to the neutron binding energy Bn, but in
case of emission of charged particles the threshold is increased by respective value of
the Coulomb barrier.) The quantity σi

CN denotes the cross section for formation of the
compound nucleus in the inverse process of absorption of the particle i. For the neutron
emission channel σn

CN equals to the geometrical cross section πR2, while for emission of
charged particles it is reduced accordingly due to the Coulomb interaction.

The �ssion width is given by conventional formula based on the transition-state method
(see e.g. Ref. [2]):

Γfiss =
1

2π

∫ E∗−Bfiss

0

ρfiss (E∗ −Bfiss −K)

ρCN (E∗)
dK, (5)

where ρfiss denotes the level density of the �ssioning nucleus in the saddle con�guration at
a given excitation energy. The integration runs over the possible range of kinetic energies
K of the �ssioning system, corresponding to the range of excitation energies from 0 to
the maximum value above the saddle point energy, E∗ − Bfiss, where Bfiss is the height
of the �ssion barrier.
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The level densities
Expressions (4) and (5) can be integrated analytically using the the Fermi-gas model

formula for the level density:
ρ (E) ∝ exp

(
2
√

aE
)
. (6)

In �nal formulae obtained with this assumption, we accounted for the odd-even e�ects by
subtracting corrections Epairing (parameterized as in Ref. [7]) from the excitation energy
E, thus using the e�ective excitation energy U = E−Epairing. The level densities depend
in a crucial way on shell e�ects. We use in our model the well tested expressions for the
level density parameter a proposed by Reisdorf [7], combined with the Ignatyuk formula
for shell e�ects [8]:

a = ā

[
1 +

δshell

U

(
1− e−U/Ed

)]
(7)

where δshell is the shell correction energy in a given nucleus, and Ed is the damping
energy constant [7]. The quantity ā represents the smooth, shell independent level-density
parameter accounting for the volume, surface and curvature dependence of the single-
particle level density at the Fermi surface, derived by Reisdorf [7].

The Monte Carlo procedure
1st step. At the beginning of each deexcitation cascade a value of the angular momen-

tum JCN of the compound nucleus is drawn with the weight proportional to 2JCN + 1.
The resulting rotational energy Erot is subtracted from the total excitation energy of the
initial compound nucleus, E∗

CN .
2nd step. At each stage of the cascade, energy thresholds are checked for decay channels

including emission of 11 light particles (from a neutron to 7Li) and for �ssion channel. The
energy thresholds are calculated from the ground state masses of the nuclei before and
after emission, corrected for the Coulomb interaction energy in case of emission of charged
particles. When the excitation energy of the parent nucleus E∗ is above the threshold
energy for emission of particle i � the corresponding decay width Γi is calculated from
Eq.(4). Also the �ssion width Γfiss is evaluated.

3rdstep. The total decay width Γtot =
∑

Γi + Γfiss is determined and a particular
decay mode j is drawn according to its probability Γj/Γtot. If �ssion is drawn, the event
is assigned to the �nal �ssion population Nfiss, and the procedure returns to 1st step.

4thstep. The kinetic energy εj carried away by the selected particle j is drawn assuming
the Maxwellian shape of its energy spectrum:

N(ε) dε = const ε exp[−(ε− V j
C)/T ] dε , (8)

where V j
C is the Coulomb barrier energy for the particle j (if charged), and T is the

temperature of the parent nucleus. If the excitation energy after emission of the particle
j is su�cient to emit a next particle then the procedure is repeated from 2ndstep.

5thstep. When the excitation energy gets below the energy threshold for emission
of any light particle, the competition between �ssion and γ deexcitation leading to the
ground state of the residual nucleus is examined. We use a simple but realistic sharp cut-
o� approximation assuming Γfiss � Γγ when the excitation is above the �ssion barrier
Bfiss and Γfiss � Γγ below the barrier.
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Each simulated deexcitation cascade ends either by �ssion or by formation of a �nal

evaporation-residue nucleus. The population of these �nal reaction products is recorded
and the survival probability for any selected reaction channel can be thus calculated using
Eq.(3).

Results and discussion
In this report we present �rst results obtained with our model tested on the data

on the 16O + 208Pb reaction. As mentioned in the Introduction, this set of data and
the existing complementary information are so complete that one can unambiguously
test the way of calculating the survival probability. The role of other factors such as
dynamical hindrance e�ects, uncertainties in determination of the fusion cross sections,
etc. are eliminated. The experimental data and calculated cross sections for 2n, 3n
and 4n evaporation channels are shown in Fig. 1. Experimental values of �ssion barrier
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Figure 1: Measured fusion excitation function for the 16O+208Pb reaction [2] (small open
circles, solid line calculated according to [4]), and compound-residue cross sections [1] for
2n (solid circles), 3n (large open circles), and 4n (solid squares) channels � compared with
predictions of the present model.

heights in consecutive compound nuclei (isotopes of Th) have been taken from Ref. [8].
Precise knowledge of the barriers is of great importance because Γi/Γfiss ratios are very
sensitive to this quantity. Shell corrections at the saddle con�guration for the intermediate
compound nuclei were assumed to be completely damped [7,9].
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Results of our calculations agree very well with the measured cross sections. They

practically eliminate space for introducing an extra pre-exponential factor in Γi/Γfiss

ratios. For example, calculations for assumed "symmetric formula" [10] (predicting values
of the Γi/Γfiss ratio about 3�4 times smaller) have resulted in cross sections for 2n, 3n
and 4n reactions � respectively 5 times, 30 times and 150 times smaller. Therefore our
results give a strong argument in support of the conventional asymmetric formula for the
Γi/Γfiss ratio, given by Eqs.(4) and (5), and show that any modi�cations which in�uence
the pre-exponential factor, such as collective factors or the dissipative Kramers factor
used e.g., in Ref. [1], have no empirical justi�cation.
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Empirical nucleus-nucleus potential deduced from
fusion excitation functions

K. Siwek�Wilczy«ska, J. Wilczy«skia

Existing data on near-barrier fusion excitation functions for 48 medium and heavy
nucleus-nucleus systems have been analyzed using a simple �di�used-barrier formula� de-
rived assuming the Gaussian shape of the barrier height distributions. Examples of se-
lected fusion excitation functions analyzed in this way are shown in Fig. 1. The obtained
mean values of the barrier height have been then used for determination of the param-
eters of the empirical nucleus-nucleus potential, assumed to have Saxon-Woods shape.
(For details see Ref. [1].)
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Fig.1 Fusion excitation functions measured for the 16O + 144,154Sm [2], 16O +
186W [3], and 16O + 208Pb [3] reactions (full circles) compared with predictions
(solid lines) of the �di�used barrier formula� [1] for values of the mean barrier
B0, the barrier distribution width w, and the radius parameter Rσ obtained
with the least-square method.
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The mean barrier heights calculated with this potential are reproduced with an accu-

racy of about 1 MeV, while other frequently used potentials, i.e., the proximity potential
and the Akyüz-Winther potential, considerably overpredict the experimental values, es-
pecially for heavy systems (see Fig. 2).
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Fig.2 Comparison of experimental barrier heights B0 with theoretical pre-
dictions for the Akyüz-Winther potential [4], proximity potential [5] and the
proposed �empirical potential�.

In order to predict fusion excitation functions with the �di�used-barrier formula�, we
propose a simple method of theoretical prediction of the second parameter of the barrier
distribution, its width w. The proposed formula accounts for the quantum e�ect of sub-
barrier tunneling, static quadrupole deformations, and collective surface vibrations of the
colliding nuclei.

With the theoretical knowledge of the mean barrier height B0 and width w of the
barrier distributions, one can predict cross sections for overcoming the barrier, i.e., for
�sticking� or �capture� in reactions of very heavy systems used to produce super-heavy
nuclei.
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Calculations of cross sections for the synthesis of
super-heavy nuclei in cold fusion reactions

W.J. �wi¡teckia, K. Siwek�Wilczy«ska, J. Wilczy«skib

We present a theoretical interpretation [1] of the cross sections to produce super-heavy
elements with atomic numbers Z = 102− 112 in so called �cold fusion�, i.e., one-neutron-
out reactions in bombardments of targets of 208Pb and 209Bi with 48Ca, 50Ti, 54Cr, 58Fe,
62,64Ni and 70Zn projectiles [2,3]. The formation cross section is taken to be the product
of three factors: the cross section for the projectile and target to stick, the probability for
the resulting composite nucleus to reach the compound nucleus con�guration by di�usion,
and the probability for the latter to survive �ssion and to emit only one neutron:

σ(synthesis) = σ(stick)× P (di�use)× P (survive).
The �rst and third factors are treated according to more or less conventional formulae,
whilst the middle one is based on the statistical (Brownian-like) di�usion of probability
over a barrier in the form of an inverted parabola. The early dynamics of the neck
growth is replaced by an assumption of a rapid injection into a macroscopically calculated
asymmetric �ssion valley, after which the di�usion process begins. The hindrance factor
associated with this di�usion process is given by the expression:

P (di�use) =
1

2

(
1− erf

√
B/T

)
where B is the barrier corresponding to the height of the saddle point relative to the
injection point in the asymmetric �ssion valley, and T is the temperature at the injection
point.

The measured cross sections [2,3] can be reproduced fairly well by introducing an
assumption about the separation s between the surfaces of the approaching nuclei at
which injection takes place. Figure 1 summarizes the results of the above calculations for
all twelve (1n) reactions used to produce elements with Z = 102 − 112. The adjustable
parameter s was taken to have the value 1.6 fm. The solid circles refer to measured maxima
of the excitation functions and the open circles are estimates (perhaps underestimates)
based on the measurements at a single value of energy. The theoretical predictions in Fig.
1 are extended to Z = 119, always using 208Pb and 209Bi targets and 76Ge, 82Se and 86Kr
as projectiles.

aNuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
bInstitute for Nuclear Studies, 05-400 Otwock-�wierk, Poland
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Figure 1: The calculated cross sections for sticking (stick), forming a compound nucleus
(stick×diffuse) and surviving �ssion (stick×diffuse× survive) are plotted for
20 reactions leading to elements with Z = 102− 119. The circles refer to measured cross
sections [2,3].
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Isospin mixing in 32S nuclei.

E. Wójcik, M. Kici«ska�Habior, O. Kijewska, M. Kisieli«skia,b, M. Kowalczyk, J. Choi«skib

In the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) studies of N = Z compound nuclei formed in
heavy-ion fusion reactions the isospin mixing may be determined from comparison of the
measured high- energy γ-ray spectrum with statistical model calculations [1, 2]. In order
to extract the degree of isospin mixing in the 32S compound nuclei, the γ-ray spectra from
the statistical decay of the GDR built on excited states in 32S and 31P compound nuclei
have been measured, analyzed and compared with statistical model calculations.

The 32S and 31P compound nuclei were formed with similar excitation energies of 58.3
MeV and 55.1 MeV by reactions 20Ne + 12C (with isospin T = 0) and 19F + 12C (with
isospin T 6= 0). These two reactions have been measured by using the cyclotron beams
at the Heavy-Ion Laboratory of Warsaw University: 5.2 MeV/u 20Ne and 4.4 MeV/u 19F.
The energy spectra of the emitted high- energy γ-rays and light charged particles have
been measured with the multidetector JANOSIK set-up [3].

As a �rst step of the analysis, appropriate values of the statistical model parameters
have been chosen, which reproduced well the γ-ray spectrum for N 6= Z, 31P compound
nuclei. In such nuclei the E1 decays to all �nal states are allowed, and the γ-ray yield
does not depend much on the isospin mixing. Statistical model calculations have been
performed using a modi�ed version of the computer code CASCADE [4] including the
e�ect of isospin. The experimental values of fusion cross-section [5, 6], the Reisdorf level
density description [7, 8], and the spin-dependent moment of inertia in agreement with the
rotating liquid drop model were also used. The γ-ray yield from the T6=0 31P compound
nuclei has been �tted by CASCADE calculations with a single Lorentzian GDR strength
function and the GDR parameters treated as free parameters, with the assumption of
no isospin mixing. The measured spectrum is well reproduced for the GDR parameters:
S1=0.90±0.04, E1=17.4±0.06, Γ1=13.3±0.3 MeV (Fig. 1, left bottom).
Next, it was assumed that the GDR built in compound nuclei with similar mass and
excitation energy, such as 32S and 31P , should have very close GDR parameter values. The
GDR parameters extracted for 31P in statistical model calculations have been then used
for 20Ne + 12C → 32S reaction, and the degree of the isospin mixing in 32S was extracted
from comparison of the measured γ-ray spectrum above Eγ=15 MeV with the statistical
model calculations. Our experiment was analyzed in terms of Coulomb spreading width
Γ> ↓. The Γ> ↓ determines the mixing of the T> states into T< states at each excitation

aSoªtan Institute of Nuclear Studies, �wierk, Poland
bHeavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw University, Poland
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energy. The Coulomb spreading width Γ< ↓ in mixing of the T< states with the T> states
may be calculated as [9]:

Γ< ↓= ρ (T>)/ρ (T<) · Γ> ↓,

where ρ (T>) and ρ (T<) are the level densities for T> and T< states. The isospin mixing
coe�cient α2

<, i.e. the fraction of states with T = T< that mix to states with T> is given
by [9]

α2
< = (Γ< ↓ /Γ<)/(1 + Γ< ↓ /Γ< + Γ> ↓ /Γ>).

The statistical model reproduces well the measured 32S spectrum for Γ> ↓ < 60 keV, i.e.
α2

< < 0.024, when assuming that the isospin mixing occurs only in the initial compound
nucleus. This assumption should be regarded as giving upper limits on isospin mixing
degree. On the basis of sum rules and experimental suggestions it is expected that the
Coulomb spreading width should not change much with the excitation energy and the mass
of the nucleus [9]. Thus probably the same Γ> ↓ should be used for 32S and 31P , as well
as for the daughter nuclei at a given excitation energy. This results in Γ> ↓=20±25 keV,
and α2

<=0.013±0.015 (Fig. 1, left top).

Figure 1: Measured γ-ray spectra from the decay of 32S at Ex =58.3 MeV and 31P at Ex

=55.1 MeV, and the ratios of these spectra. The curves are CASCADE calculations for
Γ> ↓ = 0 (lowest), 20 keV, and completely mixed isospin.

In order to increase the sensitivity to the isospin mixing the ratios of γ-ray cross-
sections for the reactions forming 32S and 31P nuclei, for the measured and calculated yields
were analyzed. In this way, small errors in the statistical model calculations canceled and
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the dependence on the GDR parameters was removed. Thus Γ> ↓ and α2

< in the T=0 32S
compound nuclei were extracted by comparing the measured and calculated ratios of γ-
ray cross-sections (above Eγ=15 MeV) for reactions in which T=0 and T 6= 0 neighboring
compound nuclei were formed at similar excitation energies (Fig. 1, right bottom). Our
results are consistent with small isospin mixing, Γ> ↓=20±25 keV, and α2

<=0.013±0.015,
at 58.3 MeV excitation energy, in agreement with [2, 9].

We plan to use the presented method to deduce the isospin mixing at low excitation
in another light and medium nuclei. Data for 12C + 24Mg → 36Ar have been already
measured.

This work was partly supported by the Polish State Committee for Scienti�c Research
(KBN Grants No. 2 P03B 030 22)
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20Ne + 12C reaction at 9.5 MeV/u studied with
JANOSIK set-up

O. Kijewska, M. Kici«ska�Habior, E. Wójcik, M. Kisieli«skia,b, M. Kowalczyk, R. Moru±,
J. Choi«skib, W. Czarnackia

Present work reports on continuation of our project devoted to the Giant Dipole
Resonance (GDR) studies in light nuclei with A ≈ 32. In order to populate a compound
nucleus at excitation energy higher than 58 MeV studied earlier [1, 2], the 20Ne + 12C
reaction was analyzed at projectile energy 9.5 MeV/u, the highest possible beam energy
from the Warsaw Cyclotron. In heavy-ion collisions at projectile energies above 6 MeV/u,
besides complete fusion also other processes such as incomplete fusion, preequilibrium
nucleon emission, and bremsstrahlung γ-ray emission occur. Giant Dipole Resonance may
be built in a compound nucleus formed in complete fusion and then decay, but it may also
follow incomplete fusion or preequilibrium nucleon emission. Mass, charge and excitation
energy of the average compound nucleus which decays by high-energy γ-ray are expected
to be lower than in case of complete fusion. In order to investigate the mechanism of the
reaction there were plans to measure high-energy γ-rays and light charged particles with
the multidetector JANOSIK set-up [3].

In the �rst experiment, energy spectra of emitted γ-rays have been measured at three
angles of 60o, 90o and 120o, with respect to the beam axis. The absolute gain calibration
has been determined in a separate measurement by bombarding the 2D target with 50 MeV
11B beam degraded to 19 MeV in a gold foil. Inclusive proton and alpha particle energy
spectra have been also measured with two triple Si telescopes (with thickness 10 µm, 130
µm, 10 mm) placed in the vacuum chamber around the target at 50o, 90o and 100o, with
respect to the beam axis. The measured high-energy γ-ray spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.
It is compared with the results of calculations including statistical GDR decay and a
non-statistical bremsstarhlung component, both folded with the response function of the
NaI spectrometer. The γ-ray spectrum has been calculated using CASIBRFIT code [4], a
modi�ed version of the computer code CASCADE [5], including a bremsstrahlung emis-
sion. It should be possible to disentangle statistical γ-ray emission and bremsstrahlung
emission by simultaneous analysis of the total measured cross-section and angular dis-
tribution of high-energy γ-rays [4]. However the statistics collected in this preliminary
experiment was too small to reliably extract angular distribution coe�cient a1(Eγ) at high
γ-ray energies. Thus in the analysis of the presented data bremsstarhlung parameters have
been estimated from the systematics. The statistical component was calculated with the

aSoªtan Institute of Nuclear Studies, �wierk, Poland
bHeavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw University, Poland
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Figure 1: Measured γ-ray spectrum for 20Ne + 12C reaction at 9.5 MeV/u; the curves -
CASIBRFIT [4] �ts with incomplete fusion and bremsstrahlung included.

Reisdorf [6,7] level density description, the e�ect of isospin and a spin-dependent moment
of inertia in agreement with the rotating liquid drop model. Statistical calculations were
done assuming the decay of the average compound nucleus produced by complete and
incomplete fusion processes at e�ective excitation energy which was estimated by using a
semi-empirical formula proposed by M. Kelly et al. [8]. The initial excitation energy of
the compound nucleus produced in the reaction studied in case of complete fusion would
be 87.8 MeV. Excitation energy losses according to [8] were set to ∆Ex = 33 MeV. It
should be mentioned that the shape of the low-energy part of the γ-ray spectrum is re-
produced only when incomplete fusion is included in the calculations and the ∆Ex is not
much lower than 30 MeV. The high-energy part of the spectrum is then well reproduced
with reasonable GDR parameters and bremsstrahlung parameters.

The measured proton and alpha particle spectra are shown in Fig. 2. They are com-
pared with the statistical model calculations done under the same assumption as for the
γ-rays with the CASCADE code and Lorentz transformed from the compound nucleus
center-of-mass to the laboratory frame. Inclusive energy spectra of protons show an excess
of yield at forward angle and high particle energy comparing to the statistical CASCADE
code calculations with incomplete fusion included. In alpha particle spectra an excess
is not evident. To conclude about light particle emission in the reaction studied similar
experiment is planned, in which particle spectra, inclusive and in coincidence with high-
energy γ-rays, will be measured with the Si-ball consisting of twelve triple telescopes in
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Figure 2: Measured inclusive proton and α-particle spectra (laboratory frame) for
20Ne+12C reaction at 9.5 MeV/u. The curves - statistical model calculations with in-
complete fusion included.

the angular range of 39o-141o. An improved acquisition system and new preampli�ers for
Si detectors will be used.

This work was partly supported by the Polish State Committee for Scienti�c Research
(KBN Grants No. 2 P03B 030 22)
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High-spin states of 173Yb studied in incomplete-fusion
reaction

A. Zªomaniec, T. Rz¡ca�Urban, W. Urbana, W. Gastb, H.M. Jagerb, L. Mihailescub,
R.M. Liederb, D. Bazzaccoc, S. Lunardic, R. Menegazzoc, C. Rossi Alvarezc, C. Urc, G. de

Angelisd, D. Napolid, T. Venkovae

Prior to this study, only low-spin states in 173Yb were known from Coulomb excita-
tion [1]. Our work extends the level scheme of this nucleus to spin 43/2. The high spin
states in 173Yb were populated in 170Er(7Li,4n) reaction at the bombarding energy of 51
MeV. The beam was delivered by the Tandem XTU of the Legnaro National Laboratory.
The 170Er target (enrichment 99.2%) was a self-supporting metalic foil with a thickness
of 3.05 mg/cm2. Gamma-rays were detected by the GASP array which consist of 40
Compton suppressed large volume Ge detectors and 80 BGO multiplicity �lter, providing
the sum-energy and γ-ray multiplicity. The charged-particle detector array ISIS has been
mounted in the center of the γ-detector array. New transitions are placed in the partial
level scheme shown in Fig. 1. The structure of observed yrast band of 173Yb is assigned
[1] to be νh9/2[512]5/2 Nilsson state. In nuclei from this mass region one of the interesting
features of yrast levels with spin below 20 is the alignment of the pair of neutrons in the
i13/2 orbital [2]. In the even-even nuclei, the aligned band crosses the ground-state band
at h̄ω ≈ 0.35 MeV. In the odd neutron nuclei if the odd neutron does not occupy i13/2

orbitals, a band crossing similar to that of the even-even nuclei is observed. Fig. 2 shows
the moment of inertia of 173Yb and few neighbouring nuclei as a function of rotational
frequency. Data for 174Yb are taken from our experiment [3], for 175,177Yb nuclei from
work [2]. The curve of 173Yb is similar to 172,174,175Yb and shows an increase of the mo-
ment of inertia at frequency above 0.25 MeV. For these nuclei the alignment of i13/2 is
not blocked and their moment of inertia curves are similar to each other. The di�erent
behavior of 177Yb (a �at moment of inertia curve) is related to the fact that in 177Yb
the odd neutron occupies an i13/2 orbital and the alignment is blocked. The data will be
analyzed in terms of cranked shell model.

aNuclear Spectroscopy Division, Institute of Experimental Physics, Warsaw University, Poland
bIKP, FZ Juelich, Germany
cDipartimento di Fisica and INFN, Podova, Italy
dINFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Italy
eINRNE BAS, So�a, Bugaria
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Figure 1: Partial level scheme of the 173Yb nucleus obtained in this work.Uncertain spin-
parity assignments are given in brackets.
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Description of 111Ru within the Core�Quasiparticle
Coupling Model

Ch. Droste, S.G. Rohozi«skia, L. Próchniakb, K. Zaj¡cb, W.Urbanc, J. Srebrny, T.Morek

Recently, a new comprehensive set of data for the even-odd nucleus 111Ru has been
obtained using prompt gamma spectroscopy of �ssion products of 248Cm [1]. The aim of
the present research is the description of the low-energy structure of 111Ru in the frame
of the CQPC model [2,3,4]. In this model the structure of 111Ru is treated as a system
of the odd, 67th neutron coupled to the neighbouring even-even cores, 110Ru and 112Ru.
The odd neutron is a quasiparticle being a particle on top of the lighter core and a hole
in the heavier one. The present calculation has con�rmed an importance of the pairing
interaction involved in the CQPC model: the particle and hole contributions have turned
out to be, in general, both essential in the states of the even-odd nucleus in question. It is
because the neutron Fermi level for N = 67 is in the middle of the valence shell. Since the
characteristics of both cores are very similar it has been assumed for simplicity that they
are the same and correspond to those of 110Ru. The excitation energies and quadrupole
matrix elements for 110Ru (the input data in the CQPC model) have been taken from
calculations of Ref. [5] performed in the frame of collective "quadrupole plus pairing"
model. The Bohr Hamiltonian has been determined fully from a many-body microscopic
Hamiltonian. Due to that approach to collective excitations it became feasible to extract
properties of core collective states from a microscopic theory and obtain results compatible
with experimental data with no adjustable parameters. Characteristics of collective states
of an even-even nucleus got that way are for the �rst time used in the present research to
describe an odd-A nucleus within the CQPC model. There is only one free parameter in
the CQPC calculations for even-odd nuclei. This is the core-particle coupling strength χ2

for quadrupole-quadrupole interaction. In the case of 111Ru value χ2 = 15 MeV has been
found to give reasonable results. This value is close to value χ2 = 10 MeV suggested by
Arima in Ref. [6] but far from the estimation χ2 = 40 MeV by Bès and Sorensen [7]. More
data, especially for low-spin states, would be necessary to con�rm the present choice of
χ2 for nuclei of A ≈ 110.

All experimental positive-parity states have been reproduced in the present calcula-
tion (Fig. 1). This suggests that neither the prolate-oblate shape coexistence nor the

aInstitute of Theoretical Physics, Faculty of Physics, Warsaw University, Warsaw, Poland
bInstitute of Physics, Maria Curie-Skªodowska University, Lublin, Poland
cNuclear Spectroscopy Division, Institute of Experimental Physics, Faculty of Physics, Warsaw Uni-
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normal-extended deformation coexistence occur in states of 111Ru observed experimen-
tally. Should such a shape and/or deformation coexistence exist some additional states
would appear which would not be explained in the present calculation. The 110Ru core
is a triaxial γ-soft nucleus in the view of the theory of Ref. [5] and the collective wave
functions can be localized neither around γ = 0 nor around γ = π/3. Also, the collective
potential energy surface for 110Ru does not possess a second minimum [8]. The core polar-
ization e�ect is, apparently, not strong enough here to change substantially localizations
of the wave functions of 111Ru in the deformation space.

A strong con�guration mixing of single-neutron states 3s1/2, 2d3/2, 2d5/2 and 1g7/2

coupled to the yrast states of the cores has been obtained for positive-parity bands in
the present calculation. It becomes gradually weaker for higher-energy and higher-spin
members of the bands. For these higher states the dominant single particle components
are 2d5/2 with a large admixture of 1g7/2, 2d5/2 with an admixture of 2d3/2, 1g7/2 and
again 1g7/2 in bands 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The band 1 built on state 1/2+

1 , which
has for the �rst time been observed in experiment of Ref. [1] for nuclei of A ≈ 110, is
reproduced by the present model.

All four negative-parity bands observed in the experiment have been explained theo-
retically (Fig. 2).

The bands 5 and 6 have relatively simple structure according to the present theory.
The dominant con�guration is the single-neutron 1h11/2 quasiparticle state coupled to the
core ground state band. There are also predicted negative-parity states corresponding to
the 1h11/2 neutron orbital coupled to the core quasi-γ states 2+

2 , 3+
1 , 4+

2 , . . . (bands 7 and
8). The states of positive parity built on the quasi-γ core states are predicted to have
higher energy than those of negative parity. This explains why such "quasi-γ" states of
negative parity are observed in experiment [1] whereas those of positive parity are not.
Apparently, the latter ones are hardly populated in the process of spontaneous �ssion
serving as a source of 111Ru in the experiment [1].

To sum up one should point out some characters of the present calculation. The
collective properties of the even-even cores, 110Ru and 112Ru, used in the calculation
have originated from a microscopic theory and have not been adjusted to data. Only
one free parameter has been used in description of coupling the odd neutron to both
cores. As the Fermi level is placed in the middle of the valence shell the states of 111Ru
possess a complicated quasiparticle structure. All eight positive- and negative-parity
bands observed experimentally have been identi�ed and explained in the frame of the
CQPC model. In view of all these circumstances the conclusion is that the results are in
a remarkable agreement with experimental data.

The present work was supported in part by the Polish Committee for Scienti�c Re-
search (KBN) under contract no. 2P03B04119.
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Figure 1: Positive-parity states in 111Ru. Top: the results of the present CQPC model
calculations. The three lowest states of a given spin are drawn. Those states which have
not their counterparts in the experiment are grouped in the rightmost column. Numbering
of the bands is arbitrary. The energy of the �rst 5/2+ state is normalized to zero. The
width of arrows is proportional to the γ-transition intensity. The sum of intensities of all
γ-transitions leaving given state is assumed to be 100. Bottom: a part of the experimental
level scheme of Ref. [1].
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Figure 2: The same as in Fig. 1 but for the negative-parity state. The energy of the
11/2−1 level is put equal to 0
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Nuclear level lifetimes for hypothetical
chiral bands in 132La

E. Grodnera, A. A. Pasternakb, Ch. Drostea, T. Moreka, J. Srebrnya, M. Kowalczyka,
J. Kownackid, A. A. Wasilewskic, W. Pªóciennikc, R. Kaczarowskic, E. Ruchowskac,

M. Kisieli«skid, A. Kordyaszd, M. Woli«skad

Recent theoretical and experimental works have attracted attention to the problem
of chirality in atomic nuclei with odd numbers of protons and neutrons. In these nuclei
the total nuclear spin is built from the valence proton and valence neutron momenta
and angular momentum of the even-even core. These three vectors can be mutually
perpendicular and coupled in two manners forming system (left- and right-handed) with
opposite chirality in the intrinsic frame of the nucleus. In the laboratory it manifests itself
as a presence of two rotational bands, nearby degenerated, with the same parities. The
study of the chiral partner bands is in its early stage.

Chiral symmetry breaking in 132La was studied via lifetime measurements, using the
DSAmethod at the Heavy Ion Laboratory of theWarsaw University. The 132La nuclei were
produced in the 122Sn(14N,4n)132La reaction at a beam energy of 70MeV. γ-γ coincidences
were collected by the OSIRIS II multidetector array, which consists of 10 ACS Ge detectors
placed at angles 25◦, 38◦, 63◦, 90◦, 117◦, 142◦ and 155◦ in respect to the beam direction.
Lifetimes of excited states were extracted from the Doppler modi�ed peaks using codes
COMPA, GAMMA and SHAPE developed by A. Pasternak (see Ref. [1]). Up to 25
reduced transition probabilities B(M1) and B(E2) were determined.

Fig.1 presents level scheme obtained in the experiment. Bands 1 and 2 were already
known [2]. These bands have been interpreted as a chiral partner bands. Band 3 is
observed for the �rst time. The experiment did not allow to determine spins of levels in
band 3. These spins shown in Fig.1 are taken directly form the CPHC (Core Particle Hole
Coupling) calculation [2]. Lifetimes of excited states are also shown in Fig.1. They are
between 0.5ps and 1.5ps what corresponds to the sensitivity range of the DSA method.
As example, the Doppler modi�ed peak of Eγ=959 keV is presented in Fig.2.

Comparison of Fig.3 with Fig.1 shows that theoretical level scheme (level energies,
spins) are in satisfactory agreement with the experimental results. The intraband reduced
transition probabilities (for bands 1 and 2) and interband transition probabilities (from
band 2 to band 1) are presented in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. Dramatic disagreement

aNuclear Physics Division, IEP, Warsaw University, Ho»a 69, 00-861 Warsaw, Poland
bCyclotron Laboratory, A.F.Io�e Physical Technical Institute, 194021, St.-Petersburg, Russia
cThe A.Soªtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, �wierk, Poland
dHeavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw University, Warsaw, Poland
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Figure 1: Experimental level scheme. Width of the arrows denote branching ratios.
Lifetimes are also given.

between the theory and the experiment is seen in band 1 where the B(E2) values are
about 20 times smaller than calculated ones. Such small collectivity of band 1 can not
be explained in the framework of CPHC model. Data analysis concerning band 3 is in
progress.
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Figure 2: Example of the �t to the Doppler modi�ed peak. Upper panel - spectrum
obtained from the forward detectors; lower panel - spectrum from the backward detectors.
Dotted lines - contamination peaks. Thick solid line - �t to the peak of interest. Thin
solid line - �t to the sum of all peaks.
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Figure 3: Theoretical level scheme calculated in frame of the CPHC model.
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Figure 4: Intraband reduced transition probabilities in bands 1 and 2. Open points -
transition probabilities calculated in the frame of the CPHC model. Full points - experi-
mentally measured values.

Figure 5: Interband reduced transition probabilities for the transitions from band 2 to
band 1. Open points - transition probabilities calculated in the frame of the CPHC model.
Full points - experimentally measured values.
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The beam of Warsaw Cyclotron for radiobiological
studies

Z. Sze�i«ski, J. Dyczewski, T. Adamus

The application of beams from heavy ion accelerator for biophysical experiments is of
increasing importance. The radiobiological e�ect of charged heavy particles on the cell is
of fundamental importance in biology and also for application in radiotherapy with heavy
ions [1]. A major problem in biological studies of living cells under irradiation by the
uniform beam of heavy ions is the physical environment of the sample. The temperature
and humidity of the sample can in�uence its survival. In order to keep humidity of the cell
environment constant, the vertical beam facility is usually used. The vertical beam allows
to keep the sample in the medium or in the solution placed in petri dishes in horizontal
position [2]. However, thin sample (< 400 µm) could be kept in vertical position during
irradiation without any in�uence on the humidity of the environment of the cells. The
beam will be extracted from the vacuum tube of the Warsaw Cyclotron through an exit
window made of the Havar foil 1.7-2.5 mg/cm2 thick. The exit window of a diameter of
10 mm is used as a scattering foil for backscattering monitor.

In order to perform uniform irradiation of biological samples, which are spread over 6
to 8 cm in diameter, the moving sample will be scanned by the beam passively smeared
using the scattering foil. The required �ux of 12C particles 107/s at incident energy of 100
MeV. This corresponds to the dose rate of 10 Gy/min. The scanning in the horizontal
and vertical direction will be performed. The homogeneity of the beam less then 5% is
expected. The dose determination is based on the counting of backscattered ions leading
to the determination of the number of particles reaching the sample. To verify the dose
the set of thermoluminisence detectors are proposed to be irradiated.

The facility with horizontal beam will be investigated soon.
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The UWIS isotope separator

A. Wojtasiewicz, G. Canchela, A. Emsallemb, M. Gierlikc, Z. Janasc, M. Kisieli«skid,e,
W. Kurcewiczc, J. Kurpetac, H. Lefortf , S. Lewandowskic, H. Penttiläg, A. Pªochockic,

E. Roecklc, B. Roussieref , S. Sidor, A. Syntfeldc,e

Since few years the main activities of the UWIS group are devoted to development
of the IGISOL project at the Heavy Ion Laboratory of Warsaw University [1, 2]. After
�rst test experiments a series of improvements was introduced last two years. The most
important of them were a new helium supply and control system and additional vacuum
pumps.

The new helium supply and control system consists of high quality stainless steel
Swagelok elements and control units for helium �ow. Application of this design had con-
siderably decreased the impurities in the helium passing through the helium cell.

Two additional pumps, a primary pump and a turbo one installed at the extraction
region of the IGISOL had improved the vacuum about one order of magnitude in the
region between the helium cell and the extraction electrode of the mass separator.

These improvements had caused increasing of e�ciency of the gas cell and extraction
system about 8 times in comparison with the previous conditions.

In these conditions a α source (223Ra) was installed in the helium chamber and the
investigations of a gas catcher/ion guide system were continued. The gas cell (helium
chamber) of 120 cm3 volume was �lled with high-purity (99,9999%) helium. The α spec-
tra of the recoil nucleus 219Rn (T1=3,96 s) and its dauther 215Po (T1=1,78 ms) were
measured by two silicon detectors placed in front of and behind the isotope separator
magnet. Extraction e�ciences for 219Rn and 215Po ions were measured as function of
helium pressure in the cell and distance of the 223Ra source from the cell exit hole. In
order to investigate the so called "plasma e�ect" the 3,5 MeV/u 14N beam was passed
through the cell for some measurements.

The e�ciency of the gas catcher/ion system measured for 219Rn was between 25% and
55% depending on the position of the α source and without mass separation. After mass
separation the maximum yield is 10%, decreasing with 14N beam by a factor of ∼9 for
both 219Rn1+ and 215Po1+ ions. The estimated extraction time of 2,4 ms is obtained for

aCentre d'Études Nucléaires de Bordeaux-Gradignan, France
bInstitut de Physique Nucléire, Lyon, France
cNuclear Spectroscopy Division, IEP, Warsaw University, Poland
dHeavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw University, Poland
eSoªtan Institute of Nuclear Studies, �wierk, Poland
fInstitut de Physique Nucléire, Orsay, France
gDepartment of Physics, University of Jyväskylä, Finland
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215Po1+.

In the later measurements the α source (223Ra) was removed and the heavy-ion reac-
tion 14N (5,8 MeV/u)+209Bi was studied. The short-lived products 213Rn (T1=25 ms),
214Ra (T1=2,5 s) and 215Ra (T1=1,6 ms) were identi�ed. The observation of the very
short-lived isotope 215Ra seems to con�rm the promissing results concerning the high ex-
traction e�ciency, the short extraction time and limited in�uence of the plasma e�ect [3].

These works are partly performed in the frame of the Warsaw University - IN2P3
(France) and the RTD Ion Catcher (European) collaborations.
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Visiting scientists
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Seminars held at the NPD

4.01.2002 � Zdzisªaw Wilhelmi, Marta Kici«ska�Habior (NPD) and Marian
Jaskóªa, Andrzej Marcinkowski, Krzysztof Rusek, Andrzej Turos (Inst. Nuclear
Studies, Warsaw)
40 years of �LECH� accelerator
The seminar held together by NPD and Institute for Nuclear Studies, Warsaw

11.01.2002 � Ryugo S. Hayano (Dept. of Physics, University of Tokyo, Japan)
Spectroscopy of deeply�bound pionic atoms. Study of mass modi�cation in nuclei

18.01.2002 � Thomas Materna (Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium)
Dynamics of capture reactions in the superheavy region

22.02.2002 � Radosªaw Marcinkowski (NPD)
Before it �ies...

01.03.2002 � Marcin Smolarkiewicz (NPD)
To be or not to be of intermitency

08.03.2002 �Danuta Kieªczewska (Inst. Experimental Physics, Warsaw University)
The newest results on neutrinos' masses and mixing

15.03.2002 � Marek Moszy«ski (Inst. Nuclear Studies, �wierk)
Avalanche photodiodes in the liquid nitrogen temperature

22.03.2002 � Magdalena Zieli«ska (Heavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw University)
Coulomb excitations as a method of studying the shape coexistence in atomic nuclei, with
98Mo as an example

05.04.2002 � Sªawomir Wycech (Inst. Nuclear Studies, Warsaw)
On some di�culties in the understanding of nuclear interactions of antiprotons at low
energies

12.04.2002 � William B. Yelon (University of Missouri, USA)
High resolution neutron di�raction at a medium��ux reactor
The seminar held together by NPD and Institute of Nuclear Energy, �wierk

19.04.2002 � Krzysztof Wi±niewski (NPD)
Interaction of 1GeV pions with heavy targets � a proposal of experiments at GSI Darm-
stadt
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15.11.2002 � Kazimierz Bodek (Physics Inst., Jagiellonian University, Kraków)
Time reversal symmetry tested in the decay of free neutrons

22.11.2002 � Krzysztof Rusek (Inst. Nuclear Studies, Warsaw)
Physics of the �halo� nuclei

29.11.2002 � Tomasz Matulewicz (NPD)
Quark matter conference � impresions

6.12.2002 � Janusz Skalski (Inst. Nuclear Studies, Warsaw)
Synthesis of heaviest elements and the self consistent potentials of target�projectile inter-
actions

20.12.2002 � Zygmunt Sze�i«ski (NPD)
Nuclear physics methods in diagnostic and medical therapy � Impressions from a stay
in Japan

17.01.2003 � Zygmunt Patyk (Inst. Nuclear Studies, Warsaw)
β decay of atomic nuclei from Dy region

21.02.2003 � Wojciech Satuªa (Inst. Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University)
New view on symmetry energy

28.02.2003 � Jerzy W. Mietelski (Inst. Nuclear Physics, Cracow)
Bioaccess of selected radionuclides from the fall of the Chernobyl hot-particles
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Seminars held at the NPD
7.03.2003 � Izabela Justyna Soliwoda�Poddany (NPD)

Fluctuations in Ru+Ru reactions at 1.69 AGeV
14.03.2003 � Jan Tõke (NSRL, University of Rochester, Rochester, USA)

A role of surface entropy in emmision of massive fragments from equilibrated nuclear
systems

21.03.2003 � Jan Badziak (Inst. Plasma Physics and Laser Microfusion, Warszawa)
Laser�driven thermonuclear synthesis

28.03.2003 �Danuta Kieªczewska (Inst. Experimental Physics, Warsaw University)
Oscillations of neutrinos produced in the Sun, Earth's atmosphere, accelerators and reac-
tors

4.04.2003 � Andrzej Wójcik (Inst. Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, Warsaw)
What happens in the irradiated cell � or is the radiation death of a cell an evil that
should be avoided?

11.04.2003 � Helena Biaªkowska (Inst. Nuclear Studies, Warszawa)
Between AGS accelerator and RHIC collider: Physics of relativistic ions at SPS accelerator
at CERN

25.04.2003 � Ludwik Pie«kowski (Heavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw University)
Spallation reaction in thick target as a neutron source � ESS project

9.05.2003 � Ewa Rondio (Inst. Nuclear Studies, Warsaw)
Secrets of neutrinos � future accelerator experiments

16.05.2003 � Tomasz Goslar (Pozna« Radiocarbon Laboratory, Adam Mickiewicz
University, Pozna«)
Accelerator mass spectroscopy in the 14C isotope concentration measurements � the
technique and its application

23.05.2003 � Adam Maj (Inst. Nuclear Physics, Cracow)
Searching for atomic nuclei with �Jacobi shapes�

30.05.2003 � Krzysztof Pomorski (Maria Skªodowska�Curie University, Lublin)
Fusion and �ssion barriers in selected macroscopic models: ETF�Skyrme and Lublin�
Strasbourg�Drop

10.10.2003 � Tomasz Matulewicz (NPD)
Proton�nucleus and nucleus�nucleus collisions at energy of 200AMeV

17.10.2003 � Witold Augustyniak (Inst. Nuclear Studies, Warsaw)
Pentaquark

24.10.2003 � Julian Srebrny and Ernest Grodner (NPD)
Nuclear Mean Field: Symmetries and Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking. Conference re-
port from ECT* Trento (Sep. 2003)
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Seminars held at the NPD
31.10.2003 � Nicolas Alamanos (CEA/Dapnia/SPhN Saclay, France)

Sub-barrier and near barrier fusion of halo nuclei
7.11.2003 � Ro±cisªaw Kaczarowski (Inst. Nuclear Studies, �wierk)

Moments of time distribution method in measurements of very short lifetimes of nuclear
excited states. Shape coexistence in 149Pm

14.11.2003 � Paweª �upra«ski (Inst. Nuclear Studies, Warsaw)
Transparency of colour interactions in electroproduction of vector mesons

21.11.2003 � Marcin Jaskuªa (Physics Inst., Jagiellonian University, Cracow)
Hadron identi�cation in HADES spectrometer.

28.11.2003 � Marek Demia«ski (Inst. Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University)
What is the universe built from?

5.12.2003 � Michal Kowalczyk (NPD)
Work status of AGATA spectrometric system

12.12.2003 � Julian Srebrny (NPD)
Microscopic collective model � confrontation with coulomb excitations results in 104Ru

19.12.2003 � Magdalena Górska (GSI Darmstadt)
The RISING project � an example of gamma�spectroscopy with radioactive beams
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Seminars or talks held outside the NPD

27.02.2002 � Katarzyna Tymi«ska
Meson production cross�sections in heavy ion collisions
Meeting of HADES Collaboration on �Simulation and Analysis Software for HADES�,
27.02�28.02.2002, GSI Darmstadt, Germany

21.03.2002 � Brunon Sikora
Status of the barrel rotation
Meeting of the FOPI Collaboration, 21�22.03.2002, GSI Darmstadt, Germany

21.03.2002 � Krzysztof Wi±niewski
Π� beam experiment proposal
Meeting of the FOPI Collaboration, 21�22.03.2002, GSI Darmstadt, Germany

22.05.2002 � Tomasz Matulewicz
Particle production in proton and nucleus induced reactions around 200A MeV
Anke workshop �ρ0 production and properties�, 22�23.05.2002, M¡dralin, Poland

09.09.2002 � Ernest Grodner
Behaviour of B(E2) for the h11/2 band transition in 131La
XXXVII Zakopane School of Physics, 3�10.09.2002, Zakopane, Poland

06.09.2002 � Zuzanna Marcinkowska
Magnetic Rotation in the Nuclear 141Eu
XXXVII Zakopane School of Physics, 3�10.09.2002, Zakopane, Poland

07.09.2002 � Olimpia Kijewska
Light�charged particle emission studies with JANOSIK set-up in the 20Ne+12C reaction
at 5.2 MeV/u
XXXVII Zakopane School of Physics, 3�10.09.2002, Zakopane, Poland

07.09.2002 � El»bieta Wójcik
High�energy gamma-ray emission studies with JANOSIK set-up in the in the 20Ne+12C
reaction at 5.2 MeV/u
XXXVII Zakopane School of Physics, 3�10.09.2002, Zakopane, Poland

26.09.2002 � Krzysztof Wi±niewski
Π− A: Experimental realisation and constrains
Meeting of the FOPI Collaboration, 27�29.09.2002, Trako³¢an, Croatia
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Seminars or talks held outside the NPD
27.09.2002 � Marek Kirejczyk

Status of Barrel
Meeting of the FOPI Collaboration, 27�29.09.2002, Trako³¢an, Croatia

27.09.2002 � Zbigniew Tymi«ski
RPC-calibration - preliminary results
Meeting of the FOPI Collaboration, 27�29.09.2002, Trako³¢an, Croatia

02.10.2002 � Andrzej Wojtasiewicz
La Technique HIGISOL et les études des noyaux exotiques
French�Polish Symposium, 30.09�2.10.2002, Lyon, France

07.10.2002 � Katarzyna Tymi«ska
Close pair rejection using neural networks
Meeting of HADES Collaboration on �Simulation and Analysis Software for HADES�,
07.�08.10.2002, GSI Darmstadt, Germany

12.05.2003 � Marek Kirejczyk
Status of Barrel Calibrations
Meeting of the FOPI Collaboration, 12�13.05.2003, GSI Darmstadt, Germany

12.05.2003 � Krzysztof Wi±niewski
K0 and Λ analysis
Meeting of the FOPI Collaboration, 12�13.05.2003, GSI Darmstadt, Germany

13.05.2003 � Tomasz Matulewicz
Extras from the π−A → K◦ΛX
Meeting of the FOPI Collaboration, 12�13.05.2003, GSI Darmstadt, Germany

13.05.2003 � Krzysztof Wi±niewski
Pion beamtime - Introduction
Meeting of the FOPI Collaboration, 12�13.05.2003, GSI Darmstadt, Germany

22.05.2003 � Tomasz Matulewicz
Particle production in proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions at beam energy around
200A MeV
Colloquium of the Polish Physical Society, Jagiellonian University, Cracow, Poland, 22.05.2003

13.06.2003 � Marta Kici«ska�Habior
Giant dipole radiation and isospin purity in highly excited 32S nuclei
International Conference on Collective Motion in Nuclei Under Extreme Conditions (COMEX 1)
10�13.06.2003, Paris, France

17.03.2003 � Zbigniew Tymi«ski
Charged kaons in FOPI spectrometer
DPG Spring Meeting 2003, 17�21.03.2003, Tübingen, Germany
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Seminars or talks held outside the NPD
15.03.2003 � Teresa Rz¡ca Urban

Niezwykªe wªasno±ci wiruj¡cych j¡der
Unusual properties of rotating atomic nuclei
Polish Physical Society, 15.03.2003, �ód¹, Poland

07.07.2003 � Krzysztof Wi±niewski
Simulations on particle identi�cation
CBM Collaboration Meeting, 7�8.07.2003, Darmstadt, Germany

03.09.2003 � Marcin Smolarkiewicz
Intermittency in Au + Au collisions below 1A GeV. Can it be reproduced by IQMD
simulations?
XXVIII Mazurian Lakes Conference on Physics, 31.08�7.09.2003, Krzy»e, Poland

15.09.2003 � Ernest Grodner
DSAM lifetimes measurements in supposed chiral bands in 132La
Workshop on Mean Field; Symmetries and Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking, 15�19.09.2003,
ECT Trento, Italy

19.09.2003 � Julian Srebrny
Triaxiality seen through Bohr Hamiltonian, elements of formalism confronted with exper-
imental data.
Workshop on Mean Field; Symmetries and Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking, 15�19.09.2003,
ECT Trento, Italy

26.09.2003 � Ernest Grodner
DSAM lifetimes measurements of 132La bands
10th Nuclear Physics Workshop Marie and Pierre Curie, 24�28.09.2003, Kazimierz Dolny,
Poland

26.09.2003 � Julian Srebrny
B(E2) and B(M1) transition probabilities as a test of supposed chiral band structure in
132La
10th Nuclear Physics Workshop Marie and Pierre Curie, 24�28.09.2003, Kazimierz Dolny,
Poland

14.11.2003 � Zbigniew Tymi«ski
Φ's in S261
FOPI Collaboration Meeting, 14�15.11.2003, Darmstadt, Germany

15.11.2003 � Marek Kirejczyk
Factorial moments of K+ in Ni + Ni at 1.93 AGeV
FOPI Collaboration Meeting, 14�15.11.2003, Darmstadt, Germany

24.11.2003 � Tomasz Matulewicz
Outlook towards future Polish participation in the new accelerator facility at Darmstadt
Polish�German Meeting on the New International Accelerator Facility at Darmstadt,
24.11.2003, Warszawa, Poland
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Seminars or talks held outside the NPD
24.11.2003 � Krzysztof Wi±niewski

Particle identi�cation in the CBM detector
Polish�German Meeting on the New International Accelerator Facility at Darmstadt,
24.11.2003, Warszawa, Poland

11.12.2003 � Krystyna Siwek�Wilczy«ska
How can we predict fusion/capture cross sections
DEMON Meeting, 10�12.12.2003, Strasbourg, France
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Degrees granted

BSc (licencjat) theses

Anna Karolina Jagodnicka
Rola emisyjnej tomogra�i pozytonowej (PET) w diagnostyce medycznej
The role of positon emission tomography (PET) in medical diagnostics
supervisor: dr hab. Zygmunt Sze�i«ski
Marcin Sadowski

Przygotowanie i wdro»enie oprogramowania do analizy rozkªadów k¡towych promieniowa-
nia γ rejestrowanego za pomoc¡ ukªadu wielodetektorowego EUROBALL
Creation and practical implementation of the software to analyse the angular distribu-
tions of γ-radiation registered with the help of the EUROBALL multidetector setup
supervisor: dr hab. Teresa Rz¡ca�Urban, prof. UW

MSc (magister) theses

Beata Brodowska
Studium do projektu o±rodka emisyjnej tomogra�i pozytonowej
Project study of a center for a positon emission tomography
supervisor: dr hab. Zygmunt Sze�i«ski
Beata Czajkowska

Polaryzacja liniowa promieniowania γ
Linear polarisation of γ radiation
supervisor: dr hab. Chrystian Droste, prof. UW
Ernest Grodner

Badanie czasów »ycia poziomów wzbudzonych 131La
Lifetime measurements of excited states in 131La
supervisor: dr Julian Srebrny
Anna Smoli«ska

Procesy wymiany energii, masy i ªadunku w ±rodowisku czªowieka
The energy, mass and charge exchange processes in human environment
supervisor: dr hab. Mirosªaw Kozªowski, prof. UW
Paweª Szyma«ski

Badanie polaryzacji kwantów gamma w reakcji 99Ru+48Ti
Investigation of gamma ray polarisation in the 99Ru+48Ti reaction
supervisor: dr hab. Tomasz Morek
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Degrees granted
Adam Zªomaniec

Poszukiwanie identycznych pasm rotacyjnych w j¡drach atomowych z obszaru A≈170
Search for identical rotational bands in atomic nuclei in the A≈170 mass region
supervisor: dr hab. Teresa Rz¡ca�Urban, prof. UW
Maryla Aneta Zych

Badanie emisji cz¡stek naªadowanych z reakcji 20Ne+12C na wi¡zce warszawskiego cyk-
lotronu
Investigation of charged particle emission in the 20Ne+12C reaction on beam of the War-
saw cyclotron
supervisor: prof. dr hab. Marta Kici«ska�Habior
Ewelina Gruszczy«ska

Produkcja izotopów dla diagnostyki medycznej w cyklotronie o wysokim pr¡dzie wi¡zki
Isotope production for medical diagnostics conducted in high�current�beam cyclotron
supervisor: dr hab. Zygmunt Sze�i«ski
Robert Moru±

Badanie emisji wysokoenergetycznych kwantów γ z reakcji 20Ne +12C przy energii pocisku
9.5 MeV/u
The investigation of high�energy γ-quanta from the 20Ne +12C reaction at 9.5 MeV/u
projectile energy
supervisor: prof. dr hab. Marta Kici«ska�Habior
Izabela Skwira

Fuzja ci¦»kich ukªadów j¡drowych i prawdopodobie«stwa przetrwania
The fusion of heavy nuclear systems and their survival probabilities
supervisor: prof. dr hab. Krystyna Siwek�Wilczy«ska
Iwona Zalewska

Badanie wªasno±ci stanów wzbudzonych 130La
Investigation of the properties of 130La excited states
supervisor: dr hab. Tomasz Morek

PhD (doktor) theses

Marcin Smolarkiewicz
Poszukiwanie i badanie intermitencji w reakcji Au + Au w zakresie energii pocisków 150
� 800 AMeV
The search for and investigation of intermittency in Au + Au reaction in the 150 � 800
AMeV projectile energy range
supervisor: prof. dr hab. Krystyna Siwek�Wilczy«ska
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Publications (2002-2003)

1. R. Bilger, W. Brodowski, H. Calén, H. Clement, C. Ekström, G. Fäldt, Fransson,
L. Gustafsson, B. Höistad, A. Johansson, T. Johansson, K. Kilian, S. Kullander,
A. Kup±¢, G. Kurz, P. Marciniewski, B. Morosov, A. Mörtsell, W. Oelert, V. Renken,
R.J.M.Y. Ruber, B. Schwartz, J. Stepaniak, A. Sukhanov, P. Thörngren-Engblom,
A. Turowiecki, G.J. Wagner, Z. Wilhelmi, C. Wilkin, J. Zabierowski, J. Zªoma«czuk
Measurement of the pd → 3 He η cross section between 930 and 1100 MeV
Phys. Rev. C 65 (2002) 044608

2. W. Brodowski, R. Bilger, H. Calén, H. Clement, C. Ekström, K. Fransson, J. Grei�,
S. Häggström, B. Höistad, J. Johanson, A. Johansson, T. Johansson, K. Kil-
ian, S. Kullander, A. Kup±¢, P. Marciniewski, B. Morosov, W. Oelert, J. Pät-
zold, R.J.M.Y. Ruber, M. Schepkin, W. Scobel, I. Seluzhenkov, J. Stepaniak,
A. Sukhanov, A. Turowiecki, G.J. Wagner, Z. Wilhelmi, J. Zabierowski, J. Zªo-
ma«czuk
Exclusive measurement of the pp → ppπ+π− reaction near threshold
Phys. Rev. Lett. 88 (2002) 192301

3. W. Brodowski, J. Pätzold, R. Bilger, H. Calén, H. Clement, C. Ekström, K. Frans-
son, J. Grei�, S. Häggström, B. Höistad, J. Johanson, A. Johansson, T. Johans-
son, K. Kilian, S. Kullander, A. Kup±¢, P. Marciniewski, B. Morosov, W. Oel-
ert, R.J.M.Y. Ruber, M. Schepkin, W. Scobel, J. Stepaniak, A. Sukhanov,
A. Turowiecki, G.J. Wagner, Z. Wilhelmi, J. Zabierowski, J. Zªoma«czuk
Searcz for narrow NN π resonances in exclusive pp → pp+π− measurements
Phys. Lett. B 550 (2002) 147-153

4. J. Grei�, I. Koch, W. Scobel, H.Rohdejeÿ, J. Dyring, K. Fransson, L. Gustafsson,
S. Häggström, B. Höistad, J. Johanson, A. Johansson, T. Johansson, A. Khoukaz,
S. Kullander, R.J.M.Y. Ruber, J. Zªoma«czuk, V. Dunin, B. Morosov, A. Sukhanov,
A. Zernov, J. Stepaniak, R. Bilger, W. Brodowski, H. Clement, G.J. Wagner,
H. Calén, C. Ekström, A. Kup±¢, P. Marciniewski, J. Zabierowski, B. Shwartz,
A. Sukhanov, W. Oelert, T. Sefzick, A. Turowiecki
Quasifree bremsstrahlung in the dp → dp γ reaction above the pion production
threshold
Phys. Rev. C 65 (2002) 034009
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Publications (2002-2003)
5. A.B. Hayes, D. Cline, C.Y. Wu, M.W. Simon, R. Teng, J. Gerl, Ch. Schlegel,

H.J. Wollersheim, A.O. Macchiavelli, K. Vetter, P. Napiorkowski, J. Srebrny
Coulomb excitation paths of high-K isomer bands in 178Hf
Phys. Rev. Lett. 89 (2002) 242501

6. B. Hong, Y.J. Kim, D.H. Kang, Y. Leifels, F. Rami, B. de Schauenburg, K.S. Sim,
J.P. Alard, A. Andronic, V. Barret, Z. Basrak, N. Bastid, G. Berek, R. �aplar,
P. Crochet, A. Devismes, P. Dupieux, M. Dºelalija, C. Finck, Z. Fodor, A. Gobbi,
Yu. Grishkin, O.N. Hartmann, N. Herrmann, K.D. Hildenbrand, J. Kecskemeti,
M. Kirejczyk, P. Koczon, M. Korolija, R. Kotte, T. Kress, R. Kutsche, A. Lebedev,
X. Lopez, W. Neubert, D. Pelte, M. Petrovici, W. Reisdorf, D. Schüll, Z. Seres,
B. Sikora, V. Simion, K. Siwek�Wilczy«ska, V. Smolyankin, M.R. Stockmeier,
G. Stoicea, P. Wagner, K. Wi±niewski, D. Wohlfarth, I. Yushmanov, A. Zhilin
Proton and deuteron rapidity distributions and nuclear stopping in 96Ru(96Zr)+
96Ru(96Zr) collisions at 400A MeV
Phys. Rev. C 66 (2002) 034901

7. M. Kici«ska�Habior, Z. Trznadel, O. Kijewska, E. Wójcik
Energetic photons from heavy-ion reactions at 4-12 MeV/u
Acta Phys. Pol. B 33 (2002) 949-956

8. M. Kirejczyk
Study of thermal equilibrium in heavy ion collisions via the Ma coicidence method
� test of applicability
Acta. Phys. Pol. B 33 (2002) 377-382

9. A. Korgul, H. Mach, B. Fogelberg, W. Urban, W. Kurcewicz, T. Rz¡ca�Urban,
P. Ho�, H. Gausemel, J. Galy, J.L. Durell, W.R. Phillips, A.G. Smith, B.J. Var-
ley, N. Schulz, I.Ahmad, L.R. Moss, M. Górska, V.I. Isakov, K.I. Erokhima,
J. Blomqvist, F. Andreozzi, F. Coraggio, A. Covello, A. Gargano
The neutron and proton two-particle nucleus 134Sb: New low-spin states observed
in the decay of 134Sn and an estimate of the energy of the 7− isomer
Eur. Phys. J. A 15 (2002) 181-184

10. M. Kozªowski, J. Marciak-Kozªowska
Possible thermal waves generation by femtosecond TESLA free electron laser (FEL)
Lasers Engineering 12 (2002) 95-101

11. M. Kozªowski, J. Marciak-Kozªowska
Zero point �eld (ZPF) e�ects in the interaction of the ultra-short laser pulses with
matter
Lasers in Engineering 12 (2002) 281-287
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12. R.M. Lieder, T. Rz¡ca�Urban, H. Brands, W. Gast, H.M. Jäger, L. Mihailescu,

Z. Marcinkowska, W. Urban, T. Morek, Ch. Droste, P. Szyma«ski, S. Chmel,
D. Bazzacco, G. Falconi, R. Menegazzo, S. Lunardi, C. Rossi Alvarez, G. de Ange-
lis, E. Farnea, A. Gadea, D.R. Napoli, Z. Podolyak, Ts. Venkova, R. Wyss
Development of magnetic rotation in light Gd nuclei; study of 142Gd
Eur. Phys. J. A 13 (2002) 297-305

13. J. Marciak-Kozªowska, M. Kozªowski
Attophysics and technology with ultra short laser pulses
Lasers in Engineering 12 (2002) 17-25

14. J. Marciak-Kozªowska, M. Kozªowski
Causal heat transport induced by zeptosecond laser pulses
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Modi�ed Schrödinger equation for attosecond laser pulse interaction with matter
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16. J. Marciak-Kozªowska, M. Kozªowski, Z. Mucha
Spintronics at the nanostructure level
Materials Science Forum 384-385 (2002) 71-74
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Time and energy scales for the thermal properties of nanoparicles
Materials Science Forum 384-385 (2002) 75-78

18. P. Olbratowski, J. Dobaczewski, J. Dudek, T. Rz¡ca�Urban, Z. Marcinkowska,
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The shears mechanism in 142Gd in the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock method with the tilted-
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